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Casa (http://casa.nrao.edu) is a software package to calibrate, image, and Casa (http://casa.nrao.edu) is a software package to calibrate, image, and 
analyse radio data (interferometric and single dish).analyse radio data (interferometric and single dish).

-Python-based-Python-based

-interactive / non-interactive-interactive / non-interactive

-complex, proprietary data format (“Measurement sets”, or MS)-complex, proprietary data format (“Measurement sets”, or MS)

-becoming a standard (including its derivatives) for-becoming a standard (including its derivatives) for
 Lofar, ASKAP, EVLA, ALMA Lofar, ASKAP, EVLA, ALMA

-continuously evolving-continuously evolving



   

Useful web pages:Useful web pages:

-Home page: http://casa.nrao.edu-Home page: http://casa.nrao.edu

-Useful guides: http://casaguides.nrao.edu/index.php?title=Main_Page-Useful guides: http://casaguides.nrao.edu/index.php?title=Main_Page

-User forum: https://science.nrao.edu/forums  select Casa→-User forum: https://science.nrao.edu/forums  select Casa→

Installation:Installation:

-get & extract tarball; adjust $PATH; done-get & extract tarball; adjust $PATH; done

Your reference: the Casa cookbookYour reference: the Casa cookbook

-http://casa.nrao.edu/Doc/Cookbook/casa_cookbook.pdf-http://casa.nrao.edu/Doc/Cookbook/casa_cookbook.pdf



   

Representation of data in Casa: the Measurement Set (MS)Representation of data in Casa: the Measurement Set (MS)

-Measurement Sets are collections of tables and subtables-Measurement Sets are collections of tables and subtables

-MS on disk are just directories with files and subdirectories-MS on disk are just directories with files and subdirectories

-can copy/rename/move/delete MS with Casa or UNIX tools-can copy/rename/move/delete MS with Casa or UNIX tools

-MS have three visibility columns – beware!-MS have three visibility columns – beware!
““data” – guess what...data” – guess what...
““corrected” – data with calibration appliedcorrected” – data with calibration applied
““model” – what the data should look likemodel” – what the data should look like

-touching a MS with Casa for the first time may need time, since two -touching a MS with Casa for the first time may need time, since two 
columns are filled (this behaviour may be omitted in future releases)columns are filled (this behaviour may be omitted in future releases)

-after calibration, gains etc need to be applied to “data” to get “corrected” -after calibration, gains etc need to be applied to “data” to get “corrected” 
data. data. 



   

Casa tasksCasa tasks

-everything in Casa is performed by “tasks”-everything in Casa is performed by “tasks”

-a task has parameters, or “inputs”-a task has parameters, or “inputs”

-tasks can be executed interactively or non-interactively-tasks can be executed interactively or non-interactively

-in both cases, the Casa shell is used (like a Python prompt)-in both cases, the Casa shell is used (like a Python prompt)

-upon execution, parameters are saved to a file -upon execution, parameters are saved to a file <task>.last<task>.last

-a log window is provided for messages, to keep the terminal clear-a log window is provided for messages, to keep the terminal clear
  IT'S IMPORTANT – LOOK AT IT.IT'S IMPORTANT – LOOK AT IT.



   

Casa tasks – interactive vs non-interactive useCasa tasks – interactive vs non-interactive use

-interactive use:-interactive use:
-easy to look up possible inputs with short description-easy to look up possible inputs with short description
-structured presentation of inputs-structured presentation of inputs
-reads -reads <task>.last<task>.last file  potential for stuff-ups!→ file  potential for stuff-ups!→

-that's about it-that's about it

-non-interactive use:-non-interactive use:
-easy to copy & paste from scripts-easy to copy & paste from scripts
-reproducible: unset inputs will use the default-reproducible: unset inputs will use the default
-keeps record of what you've done-keeps record of what you've done
  IMPORTANT SCIENTIFIC PRACTICEIMPORTANT SCIENTIFIC PRACTICE
-can be included in calibration scripts-can be included in calibration scripts
-quick iterations possible by using command line history-quick iterations possible by using command line history



   

Sample interactive session:Sample interactive session:

Type <parameter>=<value> as needed, then type “go”.Type <parameter>=<value> as needed, then type “go”.



   

Sample interactive session:Sample interactive session:

Blue = not default, red=invalidBlue = not default, red=invalid



   

Sample non-interactive session:Sample non-interactive session:

importasdm(asdm='leo2pt.55183.452640752315', importasdm(asdm='leo2pt.55183.452640752315', 
vis='awesome_data.ms')vis='awesome_data.ms')

Done.Done.

Trivia: Trivia: 

-quantities in Casa: Some Casa tasks can interpret things like -quantities in Casa: Some Casa tasks can interpret things like '10khz''10khz', , 
'5deg''5deg', and , and '3klambda''3klambda' ..

-to get help in the shell, either type -to get help in the shell, either type 

help(task)help(task)

OrOr task?task?



   

Data selectionData selection

-one can select data based on time, frequency, antenna, baseline, fields, scans-one can select data based on time, frequency, antenna, baseline, fields, scans

-selection has to be “turned on” in tasks by setting -selection has to be “turned on” in tasks by setting selectdata=Trueselectdata=True

Some examples, taken from Some examples, taken from 
http://www.aoc.nrao.edu/~sbhatnag/misc/msselectionhttp://www.aoc.nrao.edu/~sbhatnag/misc/msselection

Antenna/baseline selection:Antenna/baseline selection:

baseline=1,2,3baseline=1,2,3 selects bsl between antennas 1, 2 and 3 and all others selects bsl between antennas 1, 2 and 3 and all others
baseline=1,2,3&baseline=1,2,3& selects baseline between antennas 1,2 and 3 only. selects baseline between antennas 1,2 and 3 only.
baseline=1,2,3 & 4,5,6baseline=1,2,3 & 4,5,6 selects baselines between antennas 1,2,3 and 4,5,6. selects baselines between antennas 1,2,3 and 4,5,6.

baseline=1~3baseline=1~3 same as  same as baseline=1,2,3baseline=1,2,3

baseline=1~3&baseline=1~3& same as  same as baseline=1,2,3&baseline=1,2,3&

baseline=1~3 & 4~5baseline=1~3 & 4~5 same as  same as baseline= 1,2,3&4,5,6baseline= 1,2,3&4,5,6



   

Frequency selection:Frequency selection:

chan=1;2;3chan=1;2;3 selects channels 1,2 and 3. selects channels 1,2 and 3.
chan=1~3chan=1~3 selects channels 1,2 and 3. selects channels 1,2 and 3.
chan=0~10^2chan=0~10^2 selects channels in the range [0,10] with a step size of 2 selects channels in the range [0,10] with a step size of 2
chan=1421MHzchan=1421MHz selects a frequency channel corresponding to the frequency  selects a frequency channel corresponding to the frequency 
1421.0 MHz1421.0 MHz
chan=1421~1500MHzchan=1421~1500MHz selects all channels in the range [1412.0, 1500.0] MHz  selects all channels in the range [1412.0, 1500.0] MHz 

Field (or source) selection:Field (or source) selection:

field=1,2,3,4 field=1,2,3,4 selects field IDs 1,2,3 and 4selects field IDs 1,2,3 and 4
field=1~4 field=1~4 same as abovesame as above
field=1~4, VIRGO A , 3C* field=1~4, VIRGO A , 3C* selects field IDs 1,2,3,4 field named "VIRGO A" selects field IDs 1,2,3,4 field named "VIRGO A" 
and all fields with names starting with "3C".and all fields with names starting with "3C".



   

Pretty things for GUI-loversPretty things for GUI-lovers

-the viewer-the viewer

-used to display images-used to display images
-can do raster, contour plots, and vector overlays-can do raster, contour plots, and vector overlays
-can also display & flag visibilities-can also display & flag visibilities
-plethora of settings to tune displays-plethora of settings to tune displays
-can be launched from UNIX prompt as “-can be launched from UNIX prompt as “casaviewercasaviewer””



   

Stokes I as raster image                       Stokes I with Q contours overlaidStokes I as raster image                       Stokes I with Q contours overlaid



   

Visibility amplitudes per baseline,Visibility amplitudes per baseline,
flagged data in blue                              flagged data masked outflagged data in blue                              flagged data masked out



   

Pretty things for GUI-loversPretty things for GUI-lovers

-casamsplot-casamsplot

-all-singing, all-dancing visibility plotter-all-singing, all-dancing visibility plotter
-plots almost any variable as a function of any other-plots almost any variable as a function of any other
-can flag & identify (yes!) visibilities-can flag & identify (yes!) visibilities
-can be launched from UNIX prompt as “-can be launched from UNIX prompt as “casaplotmscasaplotms””



   



   



   


